
 

 

 

DIGITAL ARTS COURSE TRACK 
 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

☐ Adobe Illustrator Fundamentals  

Design professional layouts and create marketing materials that transform your businesses 

communications. Develop a magazine catalog using frames, images, graphics, type tools and more. 

☐ Adobe Illustrator Level 1  

Turn scanned drawings into sleek vector graphics. Apply several design techniques and use common 

editing tools to trace and color artwork as well as manage objects and layers.   

☐ Adobe Illustrator Level 2   

Design professional-looking stationery using Adobe Illustrator. Create and arrange text and image 

assets and use masks, transparency, and blending modes to create eye-catching designs. 

☐ Logo Design & Development Using Adobe Illustrator  

Build your business logo using graphic design theory for concepts, color, and font choices. Learn the 

basics of designing a business logo using vector graphics tools.  

☐ Adobe Photoshop Fundamentals  

Create eye-catching designs and learn how to correct image imperfections using a large array of tools 

and filters.  

☐ Photoshop Level 1  

Learn about the functionality of Photoshop and explore the environment. Become familiar with using 

selection and editing tools. 

☐ Photoshop Level 2  

Learn how to use layers, layer masks, free transform tools, and text tools. Become familiar with 

adding basic effects to images.  

☐ Photoshop Level 3 

Learn how to add layer styles, custom shapes, gradients, and photo filters. Become familiar with 

adding advanced effects to images.  

☐ Photoshop Level 4  

Learn how to apply common image editing techniques used to retouch and restore photographs. 

☐ Adobe Photoshop: Skin Retouching  

Discover how to achieve flawless and smooth skin on your photographs. Work with commonly used 

tools and techniques to remove blemishes, soften skin and restore an image's texture. 

☐ High Dynamic Range Using Adobe Photoshop 

Learn how to use layers, layer masks, free transform tools, and text tools. Become familiar with 

adding basic effects to images.  

☐ Photo Manipulation Using Photoshop 

Use Adobe Photoshop to apply common image editing techniques used to key out a portrait silhouette 

and put any background behind it. Gain experience selecting and refining edges, using adjustments 

layers, clipping masks and more! 



☐ Adobe InDesign Fundamentals   

Design professional layouts and create marketing materials that transform your businesses 

communications. Develop a magazine catalog using frames, images, graphics, type tools and more.   

☐  

☐ 

Digital Painting Level 1  

Pen tablets are a great alternative to using a mouse for drawing and painting in a more natural way, 

similar to using pencil and paper. Learn more about tablets, drawing software, and techniques. 

Digital Painting Level 2  

Learn how to create the illusion of an environment by painting a landscape in Photoshop using a 

Digital Pen Tablet. 

 VIDEO GAMES AND 3D 

☐ Create a 3D Video Game  

Learn how to develop a game prototype in this two-part game design workshop. Create your own first-

person style video game using the Unity 3D Game Development Tool. This is a multi-day class.   

☐ Blender Fundamentals  

With hands on exercises you will learn the production workflow, animation concepts and commonly used 

tools. With the skill learned, you can bring your ideas to life. 

☐ Maya Fundamentals  

Learn the basics of the production workflow as well as modeling, rigging and animation concepts and 

tools. Students will be provided with a foundational overview of the software. 

☐ Maya Modeling  

Develop a detailed humanoid arm. Learn to extrude, sub-divide and sculpt a 3D mesh. 

☐ Animate 3D Graphics Using Cinema 4D  

Seamlessly integrate 3D graphics into your film. Use Cinema 4D in After Effects to build sophisticated title 

graphics. Create, customize, light and render text directly into your project. 

☐ Introduction to Virtual Reality  

Explore a world of possibilities with the latest in virtual reality equipment and software. Learn about the 

principles of VR technology and major platforms. 

☐ Virtual Reality: Design a First Person Game 

Make a first-person perspective virtual reality game using the Unity game engine and head-mounted 

displays. Create game objects and mechanics for navigation and interaction. 

☐ Open Lab: Game Design and VR  

Equipment for game design in VR will also be available, including Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. An instructor 

will be available to assist and answer questions. 


